








BRBO-2022-25 (Brown Booby) 
1st round voting – May 10, 2022 
 
Accepted:  9 
Not Accepted:  0 
 
ACCEPTED, verified 
Good description and somewhat distant but diagnostic photos rule out any other booby species. 
 
The photos definitely leave something to be desired, but show the diagnostic brown head, dark dorsal side, and white belly 
and underwing of BRBO and eliminate other species of boobies. One has to wonder if this is the Coos Bay bird. 
 
No comments 
 
The photos don't offer high resolution, but I think that they provide sufficient detail to eliminate other species of booby 
including juvenile Masked Booby. The bird has a very sharp demarcation between the brown coloration on the upper breast 
and the white coloration on the lower breast and belly. 
 
The description is sufficient to identify this bird as a Brown Booby, and the photos are confirmative: dark upperparts and 
hood, sharp demarcation from dark to white at mid-breast, pointed wings, long pointed bill, and body shape are distinctive for 
this species. 
 
Photos just sufficient to eliminate a juvenile Masked or Nazca Booby. The white on the underwings appears to limited to the 
inner half of the wing and the sharply demarcated brown hood extends down onto the upper breast giving the hood the 
classic Brown Booby shape rather than the more limited brown hood of a juvenile Masked or Nazca Booby. 
 
Between the photos and the descriptions, I feel there's enough there to eliminate similar booby species. The yellow bill, not 
really discernible in the photos but mentioned in the written report, would eliminate a Blue-footed Booby. The dark underside 
to the primaries and secondaries eliminates a 1st year Masked/Nazca Booby. Everything seems to add up to a Brown Booby. 
 
white belly and wing sharply contrasting. photos look good 
 
Photos appear to definitively show a Brown Booby. Although It’s possible this could be the same bird as was in Coos County, I 
feel that in the absence of any actual evidence for that we should treat it as a separate record. 
 
No comments 
 
Photos rule out other booby species. 


